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the divergence exists. In particular, our result applies to simply connected planar domains because 
they satisfy the separation property.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Given a bounded domain i2 cR", a basic result for the theoretical and numerical analy­
sis of the Stokes equations in i2 is the existence of a solution u e Hq(Q)" of
divu = f (1.1)
such that
HullH1(i2)'1 C||f||L2(i?) (1.2)
for any f e Lq(X2), where C is a constant depending only on i2, and Lq(X2) denotes the 
space of functions in L2(i2) with vanishing mean value in 12. By duality, an equivalent 
way of stating this result is to say that
Wfhlw < C\\Vf\\H-lwn (1.3)
for any / e Lfal).
This result is of interest also because of its connection with the Korn inequality which 
is fundamental in the analysis of the elasticity equations. Indeed, the Korn inequality can 
be deduced from (1.1) and (1.2).
Several arguments have been given to prove the existence of u e Hq(Q)" satisfying 
(1.1) and (1.2) (see, for example, [5] and the references therein). In particular, it is known 
that the result is true for Lipschitz domains.
On the other hand, it is known that the result does not hold if the domain has an external 
cusp. In fact, this can be deduced from a counterexample given by Friedrichs [6] for a 
related inequality. Let us recall here this counterexample which seems to be not very well 
known. Other counterexamples have been given in much more recent papers (see [7] and 
also [13] where counterexamples for the Korn inequality are given).
Suppose that i2 is a two-dimensional domain and that
u>(z) = f(x,y) + ig(x,y)
is an analytic function of the variable z = x + iy in with / and g real functions and 
fdx = 0. Under suitable assumptions on i2, Friedrichs proved in [6] that there exists 
a constant r, depending only on i2, such that
Il f IIl2(J2) F II# IIl2(J2) • (1.4)
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He also proved that the existence of the constant r is equivalent to the existence of a 
constant 0 < 1 such that
f w2dx dy |w|2 dx dy (1.5)
whenever f^wdxdy = 0.
Now, in order to show that the inequality does not hold for a domain with an external 
cusp, he defined, using polar coordinates (r,d),
Î2 = {(r,d): 0 < r < R, ¿4O') < d < #2(r)}, (1.6)
with
di(r) =—kr + O (r2), &2(r) = kr + O (r2)
where k is a constant. Then, for a > 0 he introduced the functions wa = (2cd)V2za 3/2 
and showed by an elementary computation (see [6, p. 343] for details) that
f^Wa^dxdy
when a 0. And, since wa dx dy 0, one can subtract to wa its average to obtain 
functions with vanishing mean value and satisfying (1.7). Therefore (1.5) does not hold, 
and consequently (1.4) does not hold either.
But, on the other hand, observe that (1.4) follows easily from (1.3) together with the 
fact that / and g satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations. Consequently, we conclude that 
(1.3), and its equivalent forms (1.1) and (1.2), are not valid for the domain defined in (1.6).
An interesting problem is to determine which conditions on the domain J2 are sufficient 
in order to have the existence of u satisfying (1.1) and (1.2). In view of the results men­
tioned above it is clear that we have to consider a class of domains which excludes domains 
with external cusps. On the other hand, the Lipschitz condition is not necessary. In fact, it 
is known that if the result holds for two domains then it also holds for the union of them 
(see, for example, the argument given in [1]), and consequently, domains having internal 
cusps are allowed although they are not Lipschitz.
Taking into account all the comments made above, it seems that a natural class of do­
mains to be considered for our problem is that of the John domains. For instance, it is 
known that a two-dimensional domain with a piecewise smooth boundary is a John do­
main if and only if it does not have external cusps.
Tliese domains where first considered by F. John in his work on elasticity [8] and where 
named after him by Martio and Sarvas [10], Further, John domains were used in the study 
of several problems in Analysis. For example they were used by G. David and S. Semmes 
[4] in the analysis of quasiminimal surfaces of codimension one and by S. Buckley and 
P. Koskela [2] for the study of different kind of inequalities. On the other hand, the John 
domains are closely related with the extension domains of P. Jones [9], Indeed the (e, oo) 
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domains, also called uniform domains, are John domains (but the converse is not true: 
a John domain can have an internal cusp while a uniform domain can not).
We will recall in Section 2 the definition of John domains but, roughly speaking, J2 is 
a John domain with respect to a point xo e J2 if each point y e J2 can be reached by a 
Lipschitz curve beginning at xo and contained in J2 in such a way that, for every point x in 
the curve, the distance from x to y is proportional to the distance from x to the boundary 
of J2 (in particular, external cusps are not allowed).
Ulis class contains the Lipschitz domains but it is much larger. In fact, the boundary of 
a John domain can be very bad: a typical example is the so called snowflake domain which 
has a fractal boundary.
In this paper we prove the existence of solutions of (1.1) satisfying (1.2) and vanishing 
at the boundary when J2 is a John domain. More generally, we prove the analogous result 
in Lp, for 1 < p < oo, namely, if f e Lq(J2) then our solution of (1.1) satisfies
llull (1-8)
and u e = C“(J2)". Moreover, our proof is constructive: we give an explicit
solution of (1.1) defined by an integral operator (actually, a family of solutions because our 
operator depends on an arbitrary weight function).
For the class of domains satisfying the separation property introduced in [2] we prove a 
converse result, namely, if for some 1 < p < n and any f e Lq(£2) there exists a solution 
u e of (1.1) satisfying (1.8), then J2 is a John domain. This result applies in
particular to simply connected planar domains since, as was proved in [2], these domains 
satisfy the separation property. To prove this converse result we prove that the existence 
of solutions u e ^’^(i?)" of (1.1) satisfying (1.8) for 1 < p < n implies the Sobolev- 
Poincare inequality for any 1 < p <n.
Our construction generalizes the one given in [1] (and analyzed also in [5]) for a do­
main which is star-shaped with respect to a ball. The arguments are rather technical and 
so, to help the reader, we explain here some of the ideas. Given a function <f> let us call 
0 = fn (j)m, where <w is an arbitrary smooth weight such that fn w = 1. Now, a key point in 
our construction is to recover <[> —<j> from its gradient. Suppose that J2 is star-shaped with 
respect to a ball B centered at xo and that supp <w c B. If for any y e J2 we call y (s, y) the 
function defining the segment joining y with xo, namely, y (s, y) = y + s(xo - y), then, for 
any z e B, the segment joining y with z is parametrized by y (s, y) + s(z - xo). Uierefore, 
integrating over the segments [y, z], we have
t
<Ky)-<Kz) = ~ j (y(s, y) + (z-xo)) ■ V<?!>(y(s, y) + s(z-x0)ps, (1.9) 
o
and so, multiplying by <w(z) and integrating on z, we obtain
t
(<?!>-^)(y) =-^ y(yCLy) + (z-x0))-V0()/(s, y)+s(z-x0))iu(z)flWz. (1.10)
A2 o
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Then, we have obtained an expression for (</> — </>)(y) in terms of an integral involving V</> 
evaluated at points in the cone formed by all the segments with end points at y and z t B 
which is contained in i2 (see Fig. 1).
Suppose now that is not star-shaped but it is a John domain with respect to %o, with 
%0 being as above the center of a ball B which contains the support of a>. We can then gen­
eralize formulas (1.9) and (1.10) replacing the segment joining y and xq by an appropriate 
curve given by y(s, y), such that y(0, y) = y, y(], y) = x0 and with the property that the 
“twisted cone” formed by the curves parametrized by y (s, y) + v (z — %o) is contained in i?. 
In this way we obtain a generalization of (1.10) where now V</> is evaluated at points in 
that “twisted cone” (see Fig. 2).
Fig. 2.
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The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we recall the definition of John domains 
and prove some of their properties. In particular we construct the curves that will be used to 
obtain formula (1.10) and, as a byproduct, our solution of (1.1). The arguments of the rest 
of the paper depend only on the properties of these curves stated and proved in Lemma 2.1 
and not on our particular construction. In Section 3 we construct our explicit solution of 
div u = f. This solution is given by an integral operator acting on f. In Section 4, we prove 
that our solution satisfies the estimate (1.8). In order to do that, we first show that the deriv­
atives of u can be expressed in terms of a singular integral operator acting on / and then 
we show that this operator can be decomposed in two parts: the first one is a singular in­
tegral operator with a kernel that satisfies the conditions of the classic Calderon-Zygmund 
theory while the second one can be controlled by the Hardy-Littlewood maximal opera­
tor. We end Section 4 with an important corollary of our main result: the Korn inequality. 
Finally, in Section 5 we prove a converse result for the case of planar simply connected 
domains.
2. Properties of John domains
In this section we recall the definition of John domains and prove some of their prop­
erties which will be useful in our construction. We will denote with d(x) the distance of 
x e J2 to the boundary.
Definition 2.1 (John domains). Let J2 c R" be an open bounded set, and xo e J2. We say 
that J2 is a John domain with respect to xo and with constant L if for any y e J2 there exists 
a Lipschitz mapping p: [0, |y - xo|] -> J2, with Lipschitz constant L, such that p(0) = y, 
P(|y -*ol)  = *o  andrf(p(i)) > t/L fori e [0, |y — x0|j.
Clearly, if J2 is a John domain, for each y e J2 there are many curves joining y and 
xo satisfying the properties required in Definition 2.1. To construct our solution of the 
divergence we will choose a family of curves verifying some extra conditions, in particular, 
we will require that the first part of each curve (i.e., the part closer to y) be a segment, 
this fact will be important in our analysis. Moreover, we need to have some control of 
the variability of the curves as functions of y. Indeed, measurability will be enough for 
our purposes. Also, for convenience we rescale the curves in order to have the parameter 
in [0,1],
In the next lemma we state the properties that we will need on the curves and prove 
the existence of a family of curves satisfying them. We will make use of the Whitney 
decomposition of an open set which we recall in the next definition (see, for example, [11] 
for a proof of its existence). In what follows, d(Q, di2) denotes the distance of a cube Q 
to the boundary of J2 and diam(g) the diameter of Q.
Definition 2.2. Given an open bounded set J2 c R", a Whitney decomposition of 12 is a 
family W of closed dyadic cubes with pairwise disjoint interiors satisfying the following 
properties:
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(D ^ = Uesw2;
(2) diam(g) <¿(2,312) <4diam(e),Vg e W;
(3) | diam(g) < diam(g) < 4diam(g), Vg, Q&W such that Q Cl Q 0.
Given Q e W, let xq be its center and Q*  the cube with the same center but expanded 
by a factor 9/8, namely,
Q*  = |(2-*e)+ xe-
We will make use of the following facts which follow easily from the properties given in 
Definition 2.2,
¿(2*,3i2)~diam(2)^(y  Vy e Q\ (2.1)
where A ~ B means that there are constants c and C, which may depend on the dimension 
n but on nothing else, such that cA < B < CA.
Lemma 2.1. Let £2 c Rn be a John domain with respect to xq and with constant L. Then, 
there exists a function y : [0, 1] x 12 12 and constants K, 8 and Ci depending only on L,
diam(12), ¿(x0) and n, such that:
(1) y(0, y) = y, y(I,y) = x0;
(2) d(y(s, y)) > 3s;
(3) y (s, y) is Lipschitz in the variable s with constant K;
(4) y(s, y) is a segment for 0 < 5 < CiJ(y) < 1;
(5) y (s, y) and y(s, y) := ^y(s, y) are measurable functions.
Proof. Let W be a Whitney decomposition of 12 and Qo e W be a cube containing xo. 
Given y e 12, let Q e W be such that y e Q. We remark that if y belongs to the boundary 
of some Q eW then it belongs to more than one cube. We choose one of them arbi­
trarily (in any case this is of no importance because the set of those points has measure 
zero).
Suppose first that xo e Q* . In this case, we can take the curve to be a segment, namely, 
y (s, y) = sxo + (1 - s)y. In fact, in view of (2.1), it is easy to see that y(s, y) satisfies (2) 
and (3) with K and 3 proportional to ¿(xo). Also (4) is trivially satisfied for any Ci such 
that Cid(y) < 1, we can take for example Ci = l/diam(12).
Now, if xo Q* , let xq be the center of Q and take a parametrization pit) of a curve 
joining xq and xo satisfying the conditions given in the definition of John domains. First 
we reparametrize p and define
gW = p(i|x0 -xe|).
Then, p. is Lipschitz with constant K = Ldiam(12) and satisfies dfifs)) 8s with 3 ~ 
|xq - xg|/L. But, since xq f. Q*,  then Q Qo, we obtain from properties (2) and (3) of
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Definition 2.2 that |%o — xq\ cd(xo) with c depending only on n. Therefore, (2) holds 
for /z with 8 ~ d(xo)/L.
To define y (s, y) we modify this curve in the following way. Let si be the first J e [0,1] 
such that /zfy) e 9Q*.  Then we define 
y(s, y) =
£(i), if .v e [0, si], 
if s e [s,, 1] 
where
f(s) = —g(si) + (1 - —
S| \ U/
see Fig. 3.
Now, |£(s)| = (^(^1) — y)/s\- But, since /z is Lipschitz with constant Ldiam(i2), 
/ii(si) € HQ' and /z(0) = xq, it is easy to check that .S| cdiam(<2*)/Ldiam(i2)  with 
c depending only on n. Therefore, £ is Lipschitz with constant K " L diam(i2).
So, y (s, y) satisfies (2) on the interval [0, s i ] with K ~ L diam(i2). On the other hand, 
for s e [0, si), both //(s) and y(s, y) belong to Q*  and so d(y(s, y)) ~ d(/i(s)) which 
proves that (2) holds on this interval. Since, y(s, y) = /¿(s) on s e |.v i, 1], (2) and (3) hold 
on the whole interval [0, 1].
Using again thatsi > cdiam(g*)/L  diam(i2), (4) follows from (2.1).
Finally, observe that (5) holds because y(s, y) and y(s, y) are continuous for y in the 
interior of each Q e W and so they are continuous up to a set of measure zero. Therefore, 
the proof is complete. □
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3. Construction of the explicit solutions of the divergence
In this section we construct the explicit solution of the divergence. For any y e Î2 let 
y (s, y) be the curve given in Lemma 2.1. We define a new family of curves in the following 
way.
For y e Î2 and z e B(x$, 3), where 8 is the constant given in Lemma 2.1, define
y(s, y, z):=y(s, y)+s(z-x0), s e [0, 1]. (3.1)
Let us note the following facts, which follow immediately from (1) and (2) of Lemma 2.1,
y(0,y,z) = y, )/(l,y, z) = z and ÿ(s, y, z)ei2 for any s e [0,1]. (3.2)
In order to simplify the notation, we will assume without loss of generality, that xo = 0. 
Let a> e C“ such that w = 1 and suppa> c B(Q, 8/2). Observe that from the proof of 
Lemma 2.1 it follows that 3 < d(xo) and so B(0, 3/2) c £2.
Let us now introduce the function
G = (Gi,...,G„):i2 xi2^R"
which will be the kernel of the right inverse of the divergence. For x e Î2 and y e Î2 we 
define
G(x,y)
x -y)s, y)
s
- y(s, y) 1— ds. sn (3.3)
Observe that, from (5) of Lemma 2.1, we know that G(x, y) is a measurable function.
In the rest of the paper it will be important to use that the integral defining G(x, y) can 
be restricted to s > C2|x - y | for some positive constant C^. Indeed, for C2 = I/(3 + K), 
we have:
if 5<C2|x —y| (3.4)
In fact, if 5 is such that (x - y(s, y))/s e suppa>, then, |x - y(s, y)| < 8s. Therefore, 
recalling that y = y(0, y) and that y is Lipschitz with constant K in the variable s, we 
have
|x - y| < x - y(s, y) + y(s, y) - y(0, y) < 3s + Ks
and so (3.4) holds.
An important consequence of (3.4) is the bound for G(x, y) given in the following 
lemma.
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Lemma 3.1. There exists a constant C = C(n, 8, K) such that
G(x,y)\ <C n^iioo
|x — y|"_1
(3.5)
Proof. In view of (3.4) we have
1
fG(x,y) = ÿ(s, y) +
C2\^-y\
But,
x — y(s,y) x — y y - y (s, y)
y(s,y) +-------------- < |ÿ(L y) + +s s S'
and from property (3) of Lemma 2.1, and recalling that y = y(0, y), we know that the first 
and last term of the right-hand side are bounded by K, and therefore estimate (3.5) follows 
easily. □
We will call f the weighted average of a function <f>, namely, f = fn The next 
lemma shows how <j> — f can be recovered from its gradient by means of the kernel G. As 
a corollary of this result we obtain our constructive solution of the divergence.
Lemma 3.2. For </> e Cx(i2) and for any y e i2,
= - I G(x,y) ■V<f>(x)dx.
it
Proof. Since w = 1, we have, in view of (3.2), that for any y e £2,
t
= y (Ky) -f(z))oj(z)dz= - n y(s, y, z) ■ Vf(y(s, y, z))a>(z) ds dz. 
it it o
But, y(s, y, z) = y(s, y) + z (recall that we have assumed xo = 0). Then, making the 
change of variables x = y(s, y, z), we have z= (x - y(s, y))/s and dz = dx/sn. Hence
t
(<f> — <f>')(y) =
it 0
ÿ(s, y) +
x -y(s, y)
s
1
—ds ■ Vf(x)dx
which in view of the definition (3.3) concludes the proof. □
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Corollary 3.1. For f e L\£2) such that fn f = 0 define
Then, u satisfies
G(x, y)f(y)dy. (3.6)
div u = f.
Proof. For any fi e C“(12) we have
j f(y)fi(y)dy = I
it a
f(y)(fi-fi')(y)dy = -lfAJ
a a
G(x, y) ■ Vfi(x)dx dy
G(x,y)f(y)dy ■ Vfi(x)dx = u(x) ■ Vfi(x) dx
it
where the change in the order of integration can be easily justified by using the 
bound (3.5). □
In order to show that the solution defined in (3.6) vanishes on the boundary we will 
make use of the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. If x e d£2, G(x, y) = 0 for all y e it. Moreover, for any x,y e it and any 
0 < a < 1, there exists a constant C = C(n, 8, K, &>) such that
G(x, y) <C
d(x)a
|x -y|”-l+“
(3.7)
Proof. Observe first that
forxe312, y e 12 and s e [0,1J. (3.8)
Indeed, in this case we know from property (2) of Lemma 2.1 that
8s tfd(y(s, y)) < | y (s, y ) — x
Hence,
|y(i, y) —x|
---------------- 8s
and therefore, (3.8) follows immediately since suppa> c B(Q, 8/2). Then, from the defini­
tion of G, it follows that G(x, y) = 0 for all x e 312 and all y e 12.
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Now, for x e 12, let x e 312 be such that d(x) = |x — x|. Since &>((x — y(s, y))/s) = 0, 
we can write
C2h-y|
but, since <w and its first derivatives are bounded, a> is a Holder a function for 0 < a < 1. 
Also, as was shown in the proof of Lemma 3.1, y (s, y) + (x - y(s, y)~)/s is bounded by a 
constant which depends only on 8 and K. Therefore, there exists a constant C = C(8, K, a>) 
such that
G(„,iiC / (L_^y
C2h-y|
1
— ds, 
sn
and integrating we conclude the proof of (3.7). □
4. Estimate of the derivatives
The object of this section is to give an estimate of the derivatives of the solution of 
the divergence defined in (3.6) in terms of the right-hand side. First, we show that the 
derivatives of u can be written in terms of a singular integral operator applied to the right­
hand side f. With this goal we introduce
W(x)=lim [ ^(x,y)f(.y)dy (4.1)
s^O J dXj
|x-y|>e
and
7^#(y) = lim i ^^(x,y)g(x)dx (4.2)
8—*0  J (J Xj
|x-y|>e
for functions / and g with support in 12.
In the proof of the next lemma we will use that the operator T* k is the adjoint of Tik. This 
is a consequence of the existence in Lp norm of the limit in (4.1) and of the boundedness 
of Tik in Lp for 1 < p < oo. These results will be proved in the last part of the paper. We 
prefer to present the results in this order for the sake of clarity.
Lemma 4.1. For u = (mi, ..., m„) defined as in (3.6), we have
— = Tikf + a>ikf in 82 axi
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where 
in particular, a>ik e Lœ(i2).
Proof. For <p e C“ (Î2) we have
j ^(x)<Kx)dx = - j uk(x)^-(x)dx = - y (y Gk(x, y)f (y)dy^^-(x)dx 
it ~ ~ ~it it it
= ~ f (J Gk(x,y)^(x)dx^f(y)dy = - f1(y)f(y)dy (4.3)
it it it
with
J(j) :=y Gk(x,y)^-(x)dx, 
it
where again, the change in the order of integration can be done because of (3.5). Also from 
(3.5) we know that I(y) is finite.
We can write
7 (y) = lim f Gk(x, y)^-(x) dx 
e^O J dXi
|x-y|>e
and integrating by parts we obtain
dGk(x,y~) f (f — y')i Ìa ,y^{x)dx- / Gk^,y^{^ dtA. (4-4)
9xi J It — yl J
lf-rl=e
Now, the surface integral can be written as
I G,(Ç,y)^(Ç)^-^^=I£ + II£, 
lf-y|=e
(4.5)
where
lf-y|=e 
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and
II£:= I G6f,y)(<M)-<£(j))^^< 
If - y l=e
But, it is easy to see that
lim IIe = 0 (4.6)
£—>0
uniformly in y. Indeed, using again the bound (3.5), we have
f 1 l|V<0|U fiii£i<c y nv0ii_^—-_d^=c^^ y ^ = o(£).
If—y|=e If—y|=e
Let us now treat Ie. We have
h=<Ky) j Gktt,y)(-^-^dt;
If -y l=e
and so, from the definition of G (see (3.3)), we have
6 =0Cy)(a8 +be) (4.1)
with 
— I
If —y l=e 0
y6,y)\ (C -y)i 1
5 J — y| sn
ds dÇ
and
, t , f f ( • t , , yk-yk{s,y)\ fç - y(s,y)\(Ç -y)i 1S.W:= j ]{n(s.y> +------- -------- )»(------ ;------
If —y|=e 0
We claim that
where, also here, C = C(n, K, 8, &>).
K(y)l<C and lim ag(y) = j ^-«(-/(O, y}+z)dz (4.8)
where C = C(n, K, 8, &>) and that
\be 60 < C and lim be(y) = 0
£—>0
(4.9)
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To prove (4.8) we introduce the change of variables r = e/s to obtain
My) = dr dÇ.
Then, a further change of variables a = (Ç - y)/e yields
Hence, taking z = ra, we obtain
Now, (|z|/e)(y - y(e/|z|, y))+ze supp a> implies
But, 
and so,
Therefore, we have shown that
as(y)= y
which in particular implies that
On the other hand, since
e/z 
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(the existence of this limit follows from (4) of Lemma 2.1), the dominated convergence 
theorem allows us to conclude the proof of (4.8).
To prove (4.9), we make again the change of variables
£ ç -y
S ’
ct =------- , z = rcr
£
to obtain
But now,
and, as in the case of as, taking into account that suppa> c B(0, 3) we can restrict the 
integral defining fe£toe<|z|<3 + X' and obtain that
|fe£(y)|<C(«, K, 3)||&>||co.
Now, observe that
+ lim
£—>0
(y(Q, y) - y(e/|zk)) 
e/|z| 
= ÿ(o,y)-ÿ(o,y) = o
and applying the dominated convergence theorem again we conclude the proof of (4.9). 
Now, from (4.7)-(4.9) we conclude that
|i£(y)| < |kj)|(My)| + |My)|) (4.10)
and
lim I£(y) = </>(y)iw!*(y).
£—>0
(4.11)
Finally, from (4.3)-(4.5), we have
dGk(x,y) 1
+ I£(y) + II£(y) /(y) dyi ^(x)<Hx)dx = /"lim | i
J 0Xi J J dXi
Q Q |£—3>|>a
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but, in view of (4.10) we can apply the dominated convergence theorem to obtain from 
(4.6) and (4.11) that
duk 
——(x')<f>(x')dx
OXj
= (!»m Í
J I'—J dXi
£2 |x—
dGk(x,y) I f
y 0(x)dxp(y)<y + J a>ik(y)f(y)f(y)dy
ii
or, in view of (4.2),
f dukJ -^y(x')f(x')dx = jf T* kf(y)f(y)dy + y a>ik(y)f(y)<f>(y)dy
ß ß ß
and, since f is arbitrary, the lemma is proved. □
Our final goal is to prove the estimate
Ullw1-P(ß) C C’IIZIlLi’(ß)
for 1 < p < oo.
In view of Lemma 4.1, our problem reduces to show that 7k is a bounded operator 
in Lp for 1 < p < oo. To simplify notation we drop the subscripts i, k and introduce the 
functions
3(xt&>)
i] = — and f .
dxi dxi
Then, we have to prove the continuity of an operator of the form
Tf (x) = lim Tef (x)
£—>0
(4.12)
where, for e > 0, Te is given by
Tef (x) = j
|x-y|>e
f(y)dy
(4.13)
with r] and f bounded and with support contained in that of <w. Moreover, since both are 
derivatives of functions with compact support, they satisfy
and (4.14)
f
1
f
We will use the following
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Lemma 4.2. There exists a constant C< = C^K, 3) such that, if a> ((x - y(s, y))/s) 0,
then
|x -y| <C3d(x).
Proof. Recalling that suppa> c B(0,3/2) and using (2) of Lemma 2.1 we know that
|*  - y)| < y < ^d(y(s, y)) (4.15)
and so, recalling that y (0, y) = y and that y is Lipschitz with constant K in the variable s, 
we obtain
i ii i 8s
I*  - y| < y)| + |y(s, y) - y(0, y)| < — + Ks.
Therefore, using (2) of Lemma 2.1 again, it follows that
-Ji < Q + J))- (4.16)
But, the function d is Lipschitz with constant 1 and then, it follows from (4.15) that 
d(y(s, y)) — d(x) < |y(s, y) -x| < ^d(y(s, y))
and therefore,
d[y(s, y)) C 2d(x)
which together with (4.16) concludes the proof. □
In order to prove the continuity of the operator defined in (4.12) and (4.13), in the next 
lemma we decompose it in two parts. Afterwards, we will show that the first part is a 
singular integral operator with a kernel satisfying the conditions of the classic theory of 
Calderon and Zygmund while the second part can be bounded by the Hardy-Littlewood 
maximal operator. In all our integrals the domain of integration is contained in i2 and so, 
to simplify notation, we extend the function / by zero outside of i2.
Lemma 4.3. The operator Te defined in (4.13) can be written as
Te = Tl,e + ?2,e
with
Ti,sf(x) =
e<\x—y\^.C2)d{x')
Ki(x, y) f (y)dy
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where
K]_(x, y) = H(y,x -y)
and
oo
and with
H(y,z) =
ÿk(O,y)hÇ~s - ÿ(0, j) |-ÿ(0, y)^
T2,ef(x) K2(x,y)f(y)dy
e<\x—y\^.C2,d{x')
= /
+
where
K2(x,yï = - y |n(0, y)il(^-A - ÿ(0, y)j
max{Cid(y),C2|x-y|}
(x — y \ Ì ds
1
, f i . z , (x-y(s,y)\ (x-y(s, y)\1 ds+ y —-—)+*( —-—
max{Cid(y),C2|x-y|}
Proof. From the previous sections (see (4) of Lemma 2.1 and (3.4)) and recalling that the 
supports of t] and iff are contained in suppa>, we know that there exist constants Ci = 
Ci(K, 8) and C2 = C2(K, 8) such that
y(Lj) = y(0,j) + y(0, j)s = j + y(0, j)s forOO <CiJCy) (4.17)
and
C2|x — jI < 5 whenever 18)
Therefore, using Lemma 4.2 we can write
f(y)dy.
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Let us call
- /
C2 l-x—y I
In view of (4.17) we can decompose this integral as
max{Cid(y),C2|x-y|}
I= f ^(^j2 - - ^(0’ y))}pSr
c21-* —y I
1, f i • / x (x-y(s,y)\ fx — y(s, y)\l ds+ j (ny.v)^------ ------- ) + *( -------------- JJprrr
max{Cid(y),C2|x-y|}
and so, using (4.18),
oo
i = f {n(0, yynf^1 - ÿ(0, y)) + - ÿ(0, y))}
0
oo
f {n<°’ - y(Q’ y)) + ^(“T2 - ^(0’
max{C1d(y),C2|x-y|}
1, f i • / x (x-y(s,y)\ fx-y(s, y)\l ds+ j - - -- - ) + *( - - -- -
max{Cid(y),C2|x-y|}
and the lemma is proved. □
Next, we show that the kernel of the operator Tye satisfies the conditions of the classical 
Calderon-Zygmund theory (see [3]).
Lemma 4.4. The kernel H(y,z) is homogeneous of degree —n in the variable z, and has 
vanishing mean value and is uniformly bounded in y on S = {|z| = 1}.
Proof. Given A > 0, making the change of variable t = s/k, we have
H(y,Xz) =
oo
/! ds sn+l
= À "/p20,y)ri(jt ~ÿ^y^ + ^(j-= à "H(y’z)- 
0
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On the other hand, to see that H(y, z) is bounded on {|z| = 1} uniformly in y, observe 
that for |z| = 1, H(y, z) can be written as
oo
H(y, z) = I |n(0, y)/?0 - r(0, y)^ + Q - z(0, 
c4
with C4 = min{l/3, 1/27Q. Indeed, since the supports of fi and rj are contained in 
B(0, 3/2) it is easy to see that the integrand vanishes for a < C4. Therefore, the bound­
edness of H(y, z) follows from the fact that rj e L°° and also y*(0,  y) is a bounded 
function of y.
Now, making the change of variable r = 1/s in the integral defining H(y, z), we obtain
oo
H(y,z) = y {y(0, yfi](rz - y(0, y)) + ^(rz - y(0, y))}rn~1dr
o
and therefore,
where the last equality follows from the fact that = 0. □
Although the kernel defining the operator 7/ satisfies the Calderon-Zygmund condi­
tions, this operator is not exactly of their type because the domain of integration in the 
definition of Tys is e < |x - y| < C$d(x) instead of e < |x - y|. However, we show in 
the next lemma that the continuity of 7} follows from the general theory of Calderon and 
Zygmund.
We will make use of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function which we denote Mf. 
Also, we will use again a Whitney decomposition of 72 (see Section 2 for its definition and 
properties). To simplify notation we call <7g the diameter of a cube Q.
Lemma 4.5. The operator
T1f=limTysf withTyef(x)= [ Kx(x, y)f(y)dy
8^0 J
£<|x— y |^C3i/(x)
defines a bounded operator in Lp(£T)for all 1 < p < oo, and the convergence holds in the 
Lp norm.
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Proof. Let Te be the operator defined by
Tef= I Ki(x,y)f(y)dy. 
e<|x-y|
Recall that Ki(x, y) = H(y, x - y) and then, the adjoint operator of Ts is given by
Teg(y)= y H(y,x - y)g(x)dx. 
e<|x-y|
Now, Lemma 4.4 shows that the kernel of this operator satisfies the conditions of Theo­
rem 2 of [3] and therefore, 
with convergence in Lp, and T*  is bounded in Lp, for 1 < p < oo. Moreover, the norms of 
T*  as operators in Lp are bounded uniformly in e. As mentioned in [3, p. 291], the same 
results follow by duality for the operators Te.
Consequently, if for a constant 8 > 0 we define
Ti,e,sf(x)= y Ki(x,y)f(y)dy, (4.19)
we obtain
(4.20)
with a constant C independent of e and 8, and
lim T\,e,sf =: TySf e Lp(Î2)
£—>0
(4.21)
with convergence in the Lp norm. Indeed, this follows immediately from the results given 
above by writing
Let IT be a Whitney decomposition of i2 and choose a constant c small enough such 
that:
(1) for any Q e W and any x e Q, cdQ < C^dix)-,
(2) if x e Q and |x - y| < cdQ then y e Q* .
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Now, given a cube Q e W, suppose that e < cdQ. Then for x e g, we can write
fTi,ef(x)= I
e<\x—y\^.cdQ
K}_{x,y')f{y')dy + Ki(x,y)f(y)dy
cdQ<\x—y |^C3i/(x)
and therefore, in view of (2) and using the notation given in (4.19) we have, for x e Q,
Ti,ef(x) = TyetCdQ(^f)(x)+ I K1(x,y)f(y)dy (4.22)
cdQ<\x— y |^C3i/(x)
where xg*  is the characteristic function of Q*.  But, recalling that Ki(x, y) < C/|x - y|" 
and that, for x e <2, dg ~ d(x), it is easy to see that
K1(x,y)f(y)dy ^CMf(x)
cdQ<\x— y |^C3i/(x)
for any x e Q. In particular, if f e UdiCy the second term in the right-hand side of (4.22) 
is a function of LP(Q). Therefore, it follows from (4.21) that Tysf converges in the LP(Q) 
norm to a function T\f. Moreover, using (4.20), we obtain from (4.22) that
f Tysf(x)\pdx^c{I f(x)\p dx (4.23)
On the other hand, if e > cdg, the same argument shows that, for x e Q,
Tyef<x)\^CMf{x)
and so, (4.23) is true for all e. Therefore, summing over all <2 e IT, using the boundedness 
in Lp of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator, and recalling that Zg- <x) < C for 
some C depending only on the dimension, we obtain
IIH.ef llLP(A2) < C\\f ||LP(i2)
with a constant C independent of e.
To finish the proof, it only remains to prove that Tysf converges to T\f in LP(CC). 
If for j e N we call Wj the subset of IT of all the cubes of side length less than 
2_y, we have that the measure of Ugew Q*  tends to zero when j tends to oo. There­
fore, in view of (4.23) and the fact that ||Tysf ||z,p(g) ||7\f ||z,p(g) in LP(Q) for
every Q e VL, we can make \\Tyef ||LP(|jeelv.) and \\l\f ||LP(|jeelv.) (and consequently 
\\Tif - 7pe/||LP(|j j) smaller than any given positive number by taking j largeWj
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enough. Then, the proof concludes by observing that the cubes in VT \ W, are a finite 
number and using that, for those cubes, Tif in Lp (Q). □
Finally, we have to prove the continuity of the operator corresponding to K2. Moreover, 
the next lemma shows in particular that the integral
K2(x,y)f(y)dy
is absolutely convergent for almost every x when f e Lp and so, we can work directly 
with the operator T2f = lime^o 72,£.
Lemma 4.6. There exists a constant C = C(K, 8, n, y) such that
\T2f(x)\ yCMf(x).
Proof. From the definition of K2 it is easy to see that
|a?2(x, y)| < Cmin]---------- ,--------;
1 1 I |x - y|" d(y)n J
where C depends only on n and the L°° norm of y. Now, we can write
T2f(x)= I K2(x, y) f (y) dy + I K2(x, y) f (y) dy. (4.24)
|x—y |^<i(x)/2 d(x)/2<\x —y |^C3<i(x)
To bound the first part, observe that if |x - y | < d(x)/2, then d(x)/2 < d(y) and therefore, 
using that
K2(x,y) <C
1
d(y)n
we obtain
K2(x,y)f(y)dy
Now, the other term of (4.24) can be bounded in an analogous way using that
K2(x,y) <C
1
|x - y|"
and therefore the lemma is proved. □
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Summing up all our results we obtain our main theorem:
Theorem 4.1. Let £2 c R" be a bounded John domain with respect to xi} and with con­
stant L. Given f e Lp(£2), 1 < p < oo, such that fn f = 0, the vector function
u(x) = y G(x,y)f(y)dy
C2
with G = (Gi,..., G„): £2 x £2 R" defined as in (3.3), verifies that u e WqP(£2)" and
div u = f in £2.
Moreover, there exists a constant C = C(L, J(x0), diam(12), n, co, p) such that
llu l(4.25)
Proof. First, using the bound for G given in (3.5) we obtain, by an application of the 
Young inequality, that u e IJ!ii2'" and
I|u||lp(a2)« < C||/||£P(i2) (4.26)
with C = C(8, K, n, co, diam(12)).
From Lemma 3.6 we already know that divu = f. Now, the estimate (4.25) follows 
from Lemmas 4.1, 4.3, 4.6 and 4.5, and (4.26), recalling that, from Lemma 2.1, we know 
that the constants K and S depend on L, J(xo) and diam(12).
It only remains to show that u e WQP(£2)n. But, the bound (3.7) gives that for any 
0 < a < 1,
<4-27’
C2
Now, suppose first that p > n and let q be the dual exponent of p. If we take a < 1 - n/p 
then q(n — 1 + a) < n and then, using the Holder inequality in (5.3) we obtain
|m(x)| ^Cd(x)a\\f\\LPW
with C = C(3, K, n, co, diam(12), p). In particular, u is continuous at the boundary. But, 
in [12] it is proved that for an arbitrary open set 12, if a function is continuous, vanishes 
on 312 and belongs to (12), then it belongs to VTq1’^ (12). Therefore, we conclude the 
proof in the case p > n.
Finally, for any 1 < p < oo, take a sequence fm e L°°(12) such that fm f in Lp(£2) 
and let
Um(x) = y G(x, y)fm(y)dy.
it
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Then, from (4.25) applied to f - fm it follows that um -+ u in W^W)". But we already 
know that um e (J2)" and therefore, u e (J2)" and the theorem is proved. □
An important consequence of our result is the validity of the Korn inequality on bounded 
John domains. Although the argument used to prove this fact is well known, we recall it in 
the next theorem for the sake of completeness.
We will use the following standard notation. For v e Dv denotes the matrix
of first derivatives of v and e(v) its symmetric part (i.e., the strain tensor), namely,
Theorem 4.2 (Korn inequality). Let T2 c R" be a bounded John domain. Then, there exists 
a constant C depending only on £2 such that
O'v\\LP^)nxn CC| Il V II LP (Î2)n + IIe (v) IIlp(A2)'ix'1 }• (4.28)
Proof. It is not difficult to see that the following inequality is a consequence of the result 
proved in Theorem 4.1,
11/C C { || f || yy-l.p+ || V/|| yy-l.p(Qyi }
with a constant depending only on J2. Therefore (4.28) follows by using this inequality 
and the well-known identity
dxjdxk
dejk(v) 
dxj
dejj(v) 
dxk
dejk(v) 
dx{+ □
5. The converse for domains satisfying the separation property
A natural question is whether the condition of being a John domain is also necessary 
for the existence of continuous right inverses of the divergence. In this section we prove 
that a bounded domain J2 c R" which satisfies the separation property introduced in [2] 
is a John domain if and only if the divergence operator acting on WQP(£2)n admits a 
continuous right inverse for some p such that 1 < p < n. In particular, the result applies to 
planar simply connected domains, indeed, it was proved in [2] that these domains satisfy 
the separation property.
Given p, we denote with p’ its dual exponent and, if p is such that 1 < p < n, \ve call 
p*  the “critical exponent,” namely, p*  = pn/(n — p).
It is easy to check that, if 1 < p < n, then (/?*)'  < n and
[(p*)T=/. (5.1)
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it it it it
Lemma 5.1. Let 1 < p < n. If Î2 admits a continuous right inverse of div. W01,?(i2)" -+ 
Lq(î2) for q := fp*,  then the Sobolev-Poincaré inequality for p holds in £2, namely, 
there exists a constant C such that
II/IIlP*( a2)<C||V/||lw (5.2)
for all f e Wl'P(f2) n L£(î2).
Proof. Given / e A Lp(i2), let g e Lq(£2). From our hypothesis we know that
there exists u e W01,?(i2)" such that
divu = g-g^ ini?
and
llull C’||^||£«(i2) (5.3)
where g^ denotes the average of g over 12. We have
/divu = -
Now, since u e Wq1’5^)", we know that
IIuIIm* (it')n C llull -
Indeed, since the extension by zero of u belongs to IF17(R"), this inequality follows by a 
standard imbedding theorem. But, from (5.1) we know that p' = q*  and so, using (5.3) we 
obtain
fg < livf < flivf IIlî’iî?)'1 II^IIl«(î2)
it
for any g e Lq(£2), and therefore the proof concludes recalling that q = (/?*)'.  □
Now, our result is a consequence of Lemma 5.1 and the following theorem which was 
proved in [2] (we refer to this paper for the separation property).
Theorem 5.1. Let £2 c R" be a bounded domain satisfying the separation property. The 
Sobolev-Poincaré inequality (5.2) holds in £2 for some p such that 1 < p < n if and only 
if 12 is a John domain.
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Then, we have
Theorem 5.2. Let Í2 c R" be a bounded domain satisfying the separation property. Then, 
Í2 admits a continuous right inverse of div: W01,?(J2)" Lq(T2~) for some q such that
1 <q < n if and only if £2 is a John domain.
Proof. In view of Theorem 4.1, it only remains to show that if Í2 admits a continuous 
right inverse of div: Lq(J2) for some q such that 1 < q < n, then it is a John
domain.
But this follows immediately from Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.1 observing that if 1 < 
q < n, then q = (p*  f for p = (q*  f. □
In particular, for the case of planar domains we obtain the following result.
Theorem 5.3. Let £2 c R2 be a bounded simply connected domain. Then, £2 admits a 
continuous right inverse of div: W^Ci?)2 LqQ(£2} for some q such that 1 < q <2 if
and only if £2 is a John domain.
Proof. The result is a consequence of the fact that a simply connected planar domain 
satisfies the separation property (see [2]). □
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